GIRL SCOUT
PROGRAM GUIDE

ClayZ Arts
@ TradeWinds Plaza
634 Barnes Boulevard, Ste. 130/132
Rockledge, Florida 32955
(321) 453-4848
CONTACT: LAURIE K.
Visit our website at: www.ClayZArts.com

Petal, Try-It, Badge, Interest Project or Fun Patch
We have a program for you.
RESERVATIONS:
Contact the studio no less than two weeks prior to your desired class date. The studio can
provide the best support for structured classes Mondays through Thursdays.
SNACKS:
The studio can provide snacks with at least five days advance notice. Please notify the studio
when making reservations if snacks are desired.
$ 5./girl for pizza and a juice box or water.
$3./girl for snack and a juice box or water.
Snack time is included in all noted times whether or not the studio provides the snacks.
CLASS DURATION:
All classes are 1 ½ hours unless otherwise noted.
SUPERVISION:
We ask that the parents do not help with the projects and if at all possible, make this a drop
off event. Children look to the parents for assistance instead of working on the projects
themselves, and we have had issues with parents being too loud and not allowing the
children to hear instructions or taking over the children’s projects. We offer events for
parents/children, please let us know prior to the event if parents will be assisting.
PROJECT PICK-UP:
Projects will be picked up together by the troop’s designated appointee. All attendees
will receive a Gift Certificate that can be used for a future visit to the studio (for walk-ins only,
no parties or events and may not be combined with any other discounts).
NOTE:
Some projects require two visits – if a child is unable to attend the first visit, let us
know during the event and a parent or our staff can create an extra item or two for that child
to use during the next session. If a child misses the second session, the item(s) will be
wrapped and packaged and sent home with the troop designee. If possible, we will send
instructions for completion. If an additional glazing and/or firing is required there may be an
extra charge to return to the studio. Please ask the clerk if this is a consideration. She will
give you a “coupon” for the free return visit or notify you of an additional charge.
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DAISY (K-1st Grade) - Time: 1 ½ Hours
(Empty Bowls event and pricing is available to all Girl Scout levels. Contact the studio to schedule an
appointment in January or February.)
Green Petal “Use Resources Wisely” Fee: $18/child Mug, Bowl or Dessert Plate
Create your very own table wear to use over and over again and save the environment.

Rose Petal “Make the World a Better Place” Fee:
Empty Bowls $16/girl
Join with other area non-profits to donate GS
painted ceramic bowls to an “Empty Bowl” event.

BROWNIES (1st-2nd Grade) – Time: 1 ½
Hours
(Empty Bowls event and pricing is available to all
Girl Scout levels. Contact the studio to schedule an appointment in January or February.)
Try-It “Colors and Shapes”
Clay Mobile – Fee: $20/girl
This class is two visits. During our first class we will roll out clay and
using cookie cutters, cut out various shapes. Then we’ll paint the
shapes in our favorite colors. The pieces will be fired (takes two
weeks for wet clay) and during our second visit we will string our
mobile together so that it can be hung outside (about an hour
including snack time).
Activities: Cut clay, learn how to attach two piece of clay to each
other, paint clay, tie knots, learn about other types of art.
Coffee Mug – Fee: $18/girl
Using cut paper in various shapes and sizes, then sponging with glaze,
the girls will create a coffee mug. This is a very easy project.
Activities: Sponge paint mug, discuss color, create paper shapes, learn about other types of art.
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JUNIOR (4th -5th Grade) – Time 1 ½ Hours
(Empty Bowls event and pricing is available to all Girl Scout
levels. Contact the studio to schedule an appointment in
January or February.)
Ceramics and Clay Badge or “Making” Hobbies Badge
All classes include a tour of the studio, description of bisque
ware (how it’s made, fired, etc.), firing temperatures, glazes,
ways to apply glazes and simple techniques. For wet clay we
will discuss how to handle wet clay, wedge, store and attach
two pieces together properly.
Pinch Pot and/or Coil Pot – Fee: $18/girl
Create either a pinch pot and/or a coil pot using wet clay, paint and leave for firing (up to 2 weeks).
Learn the basics of pottery while creating your own piece of art.
Activities: Take a tour of the studio, discuss bisque ware (care, storage, creation, firing), learn about
kilns and firing temperatures, discuss glazes and correct application, handling of wet clay, wedging,
storing and attaching two pieces together property, and create a pinch and/or coil pot.

Wall Vase – Fee: $18/girl
Create a wall vase from slab rolled clay. Class includes
instruction for one wall vase, firing and glazing. This project
requires two visits no less than two weeks apart; the first to
create the vase, the second for a full inside glaze (so the vase
can hold water). First class is 1 ½ hours, second class is 1 hour.
Activities: Take a tour of the studio, discuss bisque ware (care,
storage, creation, firing), learn about kilns and firing
temperatures, discuss glazes and correct application, handling
of wet clay, wedging, storing and attaching two pieces together
property, and create a wall vase.
What’s in a Name? – Fee: $5/letter
Using alphabet letters each girl will press their name from cookie cutters into slab rolled clay, place
holes in letters, stamp and paint letters to create a name hanger.
Activities: Take a tour of the studio, discuss bisque ware (care, storage, creation, firing), learn about
kilns and firing temperatures, discuss glazes and correct application, handling of wet clay, wedging,
storing and attaching two pieces together property, and create a personalized name hanging.
Drawing and Painting Badge
No Brushes – Fee: $15/girl
Using three 4” square (bisque) tiles the girls will learn how to use stamping, sgraffito, sponging, bubble,
spatter and/or taping techniques.
Activities: Take a tour of the studio; discuss different types of media used to draw and paint; learn
about primary and secondary colors; learn how to stamp, sgraffito, sponge, bubble, spatter and taping
techniques; discuss women artists; paint three 4” tiles using different techniques.
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JUNIOR (4th -5th Grade) (CONTINUED)
(Empty Bowls event and pricing is available to all Girl Scout levels. Contact the studio to schedule an
appointment in January or February.)
Line on Dessert – Fee: $18/girl
Using varying line thickness, patterns and colors as you decorate a dessert plate using only lines.
Activities: Take a tour of the studio; discuss different types of media used to draw and paint; learn
about primary and secondary colors; learn how to stamp, sgraffito, sponge, bubble, spatter and taping
techniques; discuss women artists; decorate a dessert plate designed with only lines.
Crochet
Beginner’s Class – Fee: $15/girl (Studio provides crochet hook
and one skein of yarn)
Learn the art of crochet and the basic stitches used to create all
projects. Use the stitches to create a scarf or purse.
Activities: Take a tour of the studio; discuss different types of
media used to create yarn or fabric art; learn how to use yarn,
fibers or textiles to create art; learn how to crochet chain, single
crochet, double crochet stitches and tie-off; discuss women
artists; crochet a scarf or purse. (Class size is limited.)
Intermediate Class – Fee: $10 (Girls bring hook and one skein
worsted weight yarn)
Use the basic stitches mastered in the Beginner’s class to create a hat to match your scarf or a purse.
Activities: Refresher on how to use yarn, fibers or textiles to create art; review how to crochet chain,
single, double stitches and tie-off; learn how to embellish yarn projects and how to combine stitches to
create patterns; crochet a hat. (Class size is limited.)

Yarn and Fabric Arts Badge or Folk Arts Badge or
Making Hobbies Badge
Rope Weaving – Fee: $18/girl
Create a decorative bowl using yarn and rope.
Activities: Take a tour of the studio; discuss different
types of media used to create yarn or fabric art; learn
how to use yarn, fibers or textiles to create art; learn
how to tie knots; discuss women artists; create a
decorative bowl using yarn and rope.
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CADETTES (6th -8th Grade)
SENIORS (9th -10th Grade)
AMBASSADORS (11th -12th Grade)
(Empty Bowls event and pricing is available to all Girl Scout levels. Contact the studio to schedule an
appointment in January or February.)
Artistic Crafts IP or Textile Arts IP or Folk Arts IP (Two Sessions)
All IPs can be completed in two sessions. Pick any two sessions to complete all requirements for any
of the IPs listed below.
First Session will include a tour of the studio, discussion of different types of art, mediums and the tools
used, along with a demonstration of the project.
Second Session will include specific details of the medium chosen; discussion of women artists,
opportunity to interview the art studio owner and a demonstration of the project.
ON YOUR OWN: In order to complete the IP you will need to complete a service project. Sample
projects: Create and donate a project to a worthy cause or help a younger group with the “Art” Try-it or
Badge.

Option 1 -Textiles and Fibers- Fee: $15.00/girl
Learn about a variety of different types of Textile and Fiber art and create a decorative bowl using
yarn and rope or create a macramé bracelet or anklet.

Option 2 - Yarn - Fee: $15.00/girl
Learn about a variety of different types of art and techniques with yarn and create a scarf of
your own.
Option 3 - Clay - Fee: $15.00/girl
Using hand building techniques create a "funky" clay box design or create a name hanger by
pressing your name from cookie cutters into slabs of rolled clay.

Option 4 - Jewelry - Fee: $20.00/girl
We will use glass beads to create a necklace or bracelet using learned techniques.
Just Jewelry IP
Beginner’s Jewelry Class – Fee: $20.00/girl – 1 ½ hours
We will use glass beads to create a necklace or bracelet using learned
techniques.
Activities: Take a tour of the studio; discuss different types of media and
tools used to create jewelry art; discuss about women artists; learn to
design appealing jewelry using color, shape and materials; string your
design; learn to use proper findings and finishing techniques. ON YOUR
OWN: Create and donate a piece of jewelry to a worthy cause or help a
younger group with the “Art to Wear” Try-it or Jewelry Badge.
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Intermediate Jewelry Class – Fee: $25.00/girl – 1 ½ hours
Discuss how everyday objects can be used in jewelry. Create a funky, light weight bracelet using
colored, rubber o-rings and anodized aluminum jump rings.
Activities: Review the different types of media and tools used to create this jewelry art; discuss careers
for women in the Arts; design appealing jewelry using color, shape and materials; string your design; use
proper findings and finishing techniques. ON YOUR OWN: Create and donate a piece of jewelry to a
worthy cause or help a younger group with the “Art to Wear” Try-it or Jewelry Badge.
Making Jewelry from Glass – Fee: $25.00/girl Time: 1 hr. + 1 hr. (Two classes)
Using design glass, create a pendant and two small beads to create a necklace or bracelet and earring
set. The pieces will be fused and upon return, create your completed jewelry pieces using additional
glass beads or knotting techniques.
Activities: Review the different types of media and tools used to create this jewelry art; discuss owning
an art studio; design appealing jewelry using color, shape and materials; discuss firing and kiln
temperature for glass fusing, discuss types of glass and coefficient of expansion (COE) of glass; string
your design; use proper findings and finishing techniques. ON YOUR OWN: Create and donate a piece
of jewelry to a worthy cause or help a younger group with the “Art to Wear” Try-it or Jewelry Badge.

Just for FUN!

We can offer three different media for your scouts to work in (some are included
above however, we also offer these as purely social/fun events and you can use them as a reward to
your troop). They are:
1.

Pottery Painting. Appropriate for all ages. From $18 and up, troop sets the budget or we can
select from a variety of items (mugs, tiles, dessert plates, bowls, etc.). Takes one meeting of 1 ½
hours. Pick up your project one week later as a group.

2. Glass Fusing. Appropriate for all ages, but best for Juniors and up. From $25 for a 4” square for
a suncatcher or coaster. This class takes one hour. Pick up project one week later as a group.
Or we can make two pendants for $20. For Pendants we put two or more glass pieces together
and fire it, melting all the glass together. Very fun and different. This requires two class
sessions, one hour each at least one week apart. During the first class we create the pendants,
during the second class we create necklaces from the pendants.
3. Jewelry Creation. Appropriate for all ages, but best for Juniors and up. Starting at $20, create
jewelry from make-your-own glass fused pendants.
4. Canvas Painting. Appropriate for all ages. Starting at $25, take home the same day. Our
projects are simple and colorful and we keep the mess at the studio.
Please contact us directly if you would like us to create a class for you. We are knowledgeable in nearly
all crafts and while we may not offer them to the public, we are happy to discuss, demonstrate or
introduce them to your troop. Some of the arts and crafts include but are not limited to those noted
above, crocheting, knitting, embroidery, plastic embroidery, weaving, painting in water colors or
acrylics, cross stitch, lamp work (glass bead making) and more. We will work with you to meet your
needs when possible just give us a call.
At this time no deposit is required when making class arrangements as classes have always been
considerate and have been present as scheduled. When necessary we schedule additional staff for
coverage of group events. Should you need to cancel or reschedule your group, please notify us as soon
as possible so that we may alter our studio staff schedule accordingly.
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CONTACT INFORMATION:
LAURIE KNISLEY, OWNER
- EMAIL: GoCrazy@Clay-Z.com
- PHONE: (321) 453-4848
- WEB: www.ClayZArts.com
Location:
ClayZ Arts at TradeWinds Plaza
634 Barnes Boulevard, Suite 130/132
Rockledge, FL 32955

Bring your troop! We provide the rest –
inspiration,
imagination and creativity!
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